
Desert Cross Lutheran Church

Gilbert Chamber Meeting

September 14th, 2021
Attendees:

Council Chamber Pastor

Patrick Jennett 3/3—P Nancy Zine (worship 2 of 3)—P Thaddeus Book—P

Adam Pfau 1/3 - P/Virt Glen Gabrielson (finance/stewardship 1 of 3)—P/Virt

Deborah Gabrielson (Mission & Outreach 2 of 3)—A

Rosemary Schlechty (Education 2 of 3)—P/Virt

Joe Weingartz (facilities 1 of 3)—P

Glenn Tischafer –
guest speaker/Virtual

Deb Christiansen (Hospitality 3 of 3)—A

Kelly Kaiser Borning (Communication 3 of 3)—P/Virt

Devotions: Patrick Jennett

Approval of Agenda (September) and Minutes (August): Motion-Adam, Second-Joe. Motion
approved.

OLD BUSINESS:
● Movie Under the Moon/Trunk-or-Treat: discussed having them together but it was agreed

to do them separately.
○ Trunk-or-Treat will be on Saturday, October 30. 5:30 set up, start at 6:00.

Discussed having a definite “End Time” (like 7:30). Thrivent Action Grant ($250)
was obtained to help support this event (go towards food - hot dogs in a sleeve
and bags of chips - safety precautions will be observed). Maybe have a raffle for
prizes.

○ Movie Under the Moon on Saturday, December 12th. Glenn T is still trying to
find out if we need a license to show the movie if we aren’t collecting payment.
Patrick and Pastor Thadd believe we do need to have the license for this/pay. Still
need to confirm this. Movie: Fun Flix is the company that will bring the projector
and movie ($408 to rent equipment). We just need to provide the electricity.

REPORTS:
● Council report: Patrick reported that the recent council meeting was quick and fairly

routine. Our website is starting to get used more, including someone who looked up the
young-adults group. The improvements that are occurring at the Tempe site were



discussed and some decisions were made based on prioritizing what is affordable. The
upcoming stewardship campaign was also discussed.

● Pastor report: Confirmation starts tomorrow evening (9/15). Fall semester in Tempe,
Spring semester in Gilbert. Family night topic/program will be about “parenting for
faith”, which covers children of all ages. First one is September 29th, 5:30-7:30, and
includes dinner followed by the program for adults, confirmation for youth. Pastor Thadd
started office hours in Gilbert on Thursday mornings from 9-12.

○ Nursery: We don’t currently have a nursery available in Gilbert. One issue in
Gilbert is that our room for Nursery is not big enough for COVID guidelines.
Pastor Thadd said we can still use the space, but we would have to have limits on
number that can use it, which may be guided by the age of the kids, etc.
Volunteers may need to staff the nursery. Rosemary brought up the thought that
previously we have encouraged kids to be a part of worship. Pastor Thadd said
there are some families that feel they can worship better if they can send their
younger kids to the nursery (maybe 3 and under?). Would we possibly be able to
use the preschool room as the nursery? (Currently unavailable due to
construction.)

○ Fellowship has started but without food (if we do have food, it needs to be
individually packaged). John and Patrick are planning on covering Fellowship
needs this coming Sunday but we will need to have a plan for future Sundays.
Patrick will talk to Deb about planning for Fellowship.

○ New member class is this weekend after worship.

● Finance report: Glen reported that the concern continues with the discrepancy of giving
(less) vs. expenses (more). The Finance committee is trying to be proactive and look
ahead to see how things may have to be adjusted to accommodate for the reality of the
funds available. The Stewardship Campaign is hoping to move people “up a level” to
challenge members to give more. Commitment Sunday is October 23/24. “Lives
Connecting, Hopes Projecting” (Theme for Stewardship Drive).

● Committee reports: Rosemary sent something out earlier about the recent Rally Sunday
and the kick-off to Sunday School (9/12).

NEW BUSINESS:
● Opportunity for shared space with Spirit of Joy (Glenn Tschafer and Pastor Andrea)

○ Discussion was held on the possibility of Spirit of Joy renting space from the
Gilbert location.

○ A Motion was made to move forward with allowing Spirit of Joy to rent the
property in Gilbert as a tenant.  Adam made the motion, Nancy Seconded. The
motion passed unanimously.

Closing:
Prayer Concerns: Nancy - Edie Shipton is ill with an infection. She was in the hospital and is
now home.  Pastor Thadd - Kathy Kruger had a biopsy for skin cancer. Her husband Dave has



also had back issues. Joe said Stacey also had a positive test for skin cancer, although not
serious. Mel is on the kidney transplant list. Jane Balliet is recovering well.

Closing Prayer: Pastor Thadd

Adjournment: Joe made a motion to adjourn the meeting, Glenn T seconded the motion. Motion
passed.

Meeting adjourned at 8:18.

Devotions next month: Joe Weingartz
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